On visual orientation of dot patterns.
Two-dimensional normally distributed random dot patterns were used in two experiments on visual orientation estimation. In the first experiment the patterns differed in their sample correlation and in dot number. In the second one the number of dots was maintained constant but the patterns were generated as a superposition of two normally distributed orthogonal sets composed of different number of dots. In both experiments the estimated orientation depended on stimuli correlation - with increasing correlation the estimated orientation gets closer to the orientation of the least square distance axis of the pattern. Even at very low unsignificant correlations there still remained a hint about stimulus orientation which was not estimated at random. Equalizing consecutively the number of dots in the two orthogonal dot patterns during the second experiment did not result in chance performance either. The bimodal angular distributions of the obtained responses permitted to approach the problem of orientation ambiguity. The results are discussed in terms of optimization processes taking place in the visual system.